Discovery Navigator

Discovery Navigator
is revolutionizing
information collection

Capture critical medical data with ease
Insurance Automation
From Policy through Claim

AI, machine learning, and
predictive analytics increases
speed and precision
19 petabytes of data across
proprietary databases yields
greater accuracy
Ecosystem of integrated
solutions improves customer
experience – yours and theirs
5,000+ industry experts provides
lift across the value chain
50+ years safeguarding
insurers’ data earns confidence

Getting a complete picture of the medical history and pertinent data
relative to a claim is critical to successful resolution. Traditionally, it has
taken substantial resources to get this key data out of unstructured
medical records.
The Challenge:
• Manually retrieving actionable medical information is inefficient
• Medical bills do not capture visit information

Discovery Navigator automates this
important information
We have developed Discovery Navigator that automates the retrieval of
medical information through sophisticated AI. The solution pulls key data
from medical records and provides clients with the information they need
in a format that can be easily reviewed and uploaded into their claims
management system.

Boost Your Team’s Efficiency
Obtain actionable medical information from hundreds of
files in hours

Select terms
Discovery Navigator
identifies:

Discovery Navigator Service Components
Our service provides a solution for organizations that need to
pull key data from a medical file.

Body Parts

Key features of the service include:
• automated extraction of key medical information from
patient files
• identify information like ICD Codes, medications, comorbidities
and more

Prescription Drug
Information

• term tagging to allow filtering by type of medical term
• identified information available in an easily uploaded
table or document
• customized development of features and capabilities to further
streamline the medical record review process

Comorbid
conditions

Diagnosis
codes

Get your complimentary consultation
To learn more about Discovery Navigator, please
click here or contact:
+1-866-630-2772 | CPinfo@verisk.com | verisk.com/casualty-solutions
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